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1. Language:  
The language menu contains three language settings.  

- EN: English language 

- NL: Dutch language 

- DE: German language  

The Vari-Met Infinity Control software remembers the last-chosen language option 

and keeps the chosen language until it is changed again. 

2. Status: 
The status section shows the current status of the software and CDI module. The 

progress bar will show the progress during the programming of the CDI module.  

3. Connect to CDI Module: 
This section is used to connect and disconnect the CDI module. First, the correct 

COM port should be chosen. If the wrong COM port is chosen, the software will show 

that in the status section. After choosing the correct COM port, the connect button 

must be clicked to connect the software with the CDI module. Before disconnecting 

the CDI module physically from the PC, the disconnect button in the software must 

be clicked in order to disconnect the software from the CDI module. After this 

procedure, the CDI module can be safely disconnected from the PC. 
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4. Program and read CDI module: 
- Program CDI Module: Programs the CDI module with the current selected settings. 

- Read CDI Module: This option is currently not implemented yet. The button can be 

clicked but it does not have any function. Nothing will happen. 

5. Ignition curve graph: 
This graph shows the amount of degrees of ignition advance from 0 till 12.000 RPM 

for the enabled ignition curves. 

- Black: The main ignition curve that can be adjusted using options 7 and 8.  

- Blue: The ignition curve of the limiter. This ignition curve adjusts itself automatically 

to the base ignition curve in order to provide a smooth switch-over between the 

curves. 

- Red: The maximum amount of degrees of ignition advance that can be used when 

the flywheel is not rotated 45 degrees but is left in its stock position. 

6. Start Settings: 
The “Start Settings” section contains the settings for the ignition timing during the 

starting process of the engine. This ignition curve will be typically used with engine 

speeds under 800 RPM. 

- Aggressive: More ignition advance than default during the starting process. 

- Normal: The default amount of ignition advance during the starting process. 

- Conservative: Less ignition advance than default during the starting process. 

These settings can be used to improve the (cold) starting process of the engine. The 

starting ignition curve is not shown in the graph. 

7. Timing management RPM range: 
Switch between the two RPM ranges, 0-6000RPM and 6000-12000RPM, for 

adjusting the main ignition curve.  

8. Ignition timing advance management: 
This section is used for changing the main ignition curve. Each number box with up 

and down arrows controls the amount of degrees of ignition advance at a certain 

RPM point in the ignition curve. The upward facing arrow adds 0.5 degrees of ignition 

advance per click. The downward facing arrow subtracts 0.5 degrees of ignition 

advance per click. Option 7 can be used to switch between RPM ranges in order to 

make changes across the whole RPM range of the ignition curve. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



9. Limiter: 
The limiter section contains various options to set up the behaviour of the RPM 

limiter. When the limiter is enabled (see option 10), the CDI will use the limiter ignition 

curve as the default ignition curve until the limiter is disabled. The limiter can be 

disabled by connecting the limiter wire from the CDI module to the frame ground. The 

CDI module will then switch over to the main ignition curve. 

The “button time” option controls how long the limiter wire from the CDI module 

should be grounded to the frame before the limiter turns off. The higher the number, 

the longer the wire needs to be grounded to the frame before the limiter turns off. 

The “Level” option can be used to remove ignition sparks above a certain RPM range 

in order to reduce engine power.  

- Level 0: The option is disabled, the CDI module will spark every rotation 

(spark, spark) 

- Level 1: The CDI module will spark with a duty cycle of 50%  

(spark, miss, spark, miss) 

- Level 2: The CDI module will spark with a duty cycle of 33% 

(spark, miss, miss, spark, miss, miss) 

- Level 3: The CDI module will spark with a duty cycle of 25% 

(spark, miss, miss, miss, spark, miss, miss, miss) 

The “RPM” option controls above which RPM the “Level” function enables in order to 

reduce engine power. 

10. Options: 
In the options section, 2 options can be enabled (checked) or disabled (unchecked) 

by clicking their checkbox.  

- 45 Degrees: The “45 Degrees” option is used to indicate whether the flywheel has 

been rotated 45 degrees or not. Leave this option disabled (unchecked) if the 

flywheel is in its stock position. Enable this option when the flywheel has been rotated 

45 degrees. The ignition advance limitation and the red line in the graph will be 

disabled. 

- Limiter: When this box is checked, the limiter is enabled. When this box is 

unchecked, the limiter is disabled. 

11. Add or delete curve: 
This section is used to add a new ignition curve profile or to delete an existing ignition 

curve profile.  

- Adding a new ignition curve profile: First enter the desired name in the text box. 

After that click the “Add” button to add a profile with the entered name. This new 

profile will contain the default profile settings and will be immediately loaded. 

- Deleting an ignition curve profile: First load the profile that has to be deleted. Once 

that profile is loaded, the delete button can be clicked to delete the currently loaded 

profile. The software will automatically switch over to a different saved profile after 

the deletion. 



12. Save and load curves: 
This section is used to save and load ignition curve profiles.  

- Saving the current ignition curve profile: Click the save button. 

- Loading an ignition curve profile: Select the desired profile from the drop-down 

menu and click the load button. 


